	
  

CALIBURGER SPIN OUT CLOSES SERIES A FINANCING
Nth Games To Do Commercial Theater Launch In West Los Angeles On January 13, 2015
Santa Monica, CA – January 8, 2015 – CaliBurger™ announced today that Nth Games, spun
out of CaliBurger earlier this year, has closed a Series A financing. The capital will be used to
strengthen the management team and commercially launch “theater mode” group gaming. The
first ticketed theater gaming event will be held at iPic Theater in Westwood on January 13, 2015
and will be based on the popular multi-player game Minecraft. Individuals will come together
and experience Minecraft in a new way in the theater by having two screens to visualize the
game; players will see the first person view of the game on the device they bring to the
theater while the big screen will show different, strategic third person perspectives of the
game. Tickets can be purchased online at: https://www.ipictheaters.com/showtimes-andtickets.aspx?cinemaid=0503&date=20150113.
"CaliBurger initially developed the interactive gaming platform for the Video Walls in its
restaurants to create a virtual equivalent of the McDonald’s playground,” said Silas Adler, CEO
of CaliBurger. “Nth Games is now taking the platform to theaters seeking to find new ways to
generate uses of their auditoriums in light of declining ticket sales for movies.”
David Steigelfest, President of Nth Games, stated, “With this capital infusion, we can begin a
nationwide roll out of theater mode gaming and set up the social network for gamers to compete
locally, nationally, and globally in theater mode gaming. We expect our technology will result in
most major popular gaming titles being released in a ‘theater mode.’”
While Nth Games deploys the technology in theater chains, CaliBurger will continue to
implement the technology in its global restaurants. CaliBurger is the largest shareholder in
Nth Games.
ABOUT NTH GAMES
Nth Games is the exclusive provider of theater mode gaming, a revolutionary social gaming experience. The
company’s proprietary technology platform enables gamers and spectators to experience popular, competitive multiplayer games such as Minecraft in a whole new way on a big screen. Nth Games provides opportunities for gamers
to compete locally, nationally, and globally in theater mode gaming.

	
  

ABOUT CALIBURGER
CaliBurger is a 21st century revival of the classic California burger joint. Our founders are California-bred with
global ambitions, bringing the best of California culture, technology, imagery and food to markets that have long
craved the famous California style burger. CaliBurger provides a premium quality burger experience at an
accessible QSR price point. CaliBurger's products feature the highest quality beef, buns baked fresh, top-grade
chicken, hand-selected vegetables, zero trans-fat oils, sauces made in house, and hand-mixed shakes. Our made-toorder meals are always prepared in open kitchens, and our restaurants incorporate advanced technologies to create a
unique dining experience. CaliBurger customers can enjoy a taste of California in an environment that looks, smells,
and feels like California. For more information, please visit www.caliburger.com

